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A B S T R A C T   

Background: Numerous observational studies support the safety and effectiveness of the direct oral anticoagulants 
(DOAC) for stroke prevention in atrial fibrillation (AF), but these data are often limited to short duration of 
follow-up. We aimed to assess the length of on-treatment follow-up in the accumulated real-world evidence and 
the relationship between follow-up duration and estimates of DOAC effectiveness and safety. 
Methods: We searched the literature for observational studies reporting comparative effectiveness and safety 
outcomes of DOACs versus warfarin. In random-effects meta-analyses, we assessed associations of specific DOACs 
vs warfarin for stroke/systematic embolism (SE) and major bleeding. In meta-regression analyses, we assessed the 
correlation between the reported on-treatment follow-up with the effect sizes for stroke/SE and major bleeding 
outcomes. 
Results: In 45 eligible observational studies, the average on-treatment follow-up was <1 year for all DOACs. In 
meta-analyses, all DOACs showed significantly lower risks of stroke/SE, but only dabigatran and apixaban 
showed lower risks for major bleeding compared to warfarin. There was no correlation between follow-up 
duration and magnitude of stroke/SE reduction for any of the DOACs. Longer follow-up correlated with 
greater major bleeding reduction for dabigatran (p = 0.006) and rivaroxaban (p = 0.033) as compared to 
warfarin, but it correlated with smaller major bleeding reduction for apixaban (p = 0.004). 
Conclusions: The numerous studies of DOAC effectiveness and safety in the routine AF practice pertain to short 
treatment follow-up. Study follow-up correlates significantly with DOAC-specific vs warfarin associations for 
major bleeding.   

1. Introduction 

The direct oral anticoagulants (DOACs) including dabigatran, apix-
aban, rivaroxaban, and edoxaban are now recommended as first-line 
treatment for patients with atrial fibrillation (AF) who are at risk of 
stroke [1,2]. DOACs and warfarin are generally prescribed with the 
intent of being lifelong treatments for the prevention of stroke. The 
pivotal trials that led to the approval of DOACs had on average 
approximately 2–3 years of on-treatment follow-up [3–6]. However, 
data from observational studies often rely on even shorter follow up 
reflecting the challenges of real-world use of pharmacological in-
terventions and making any extrapolated estimations of long-term 
comparative effectiveness unreliable. Thus, despite the increasing 
availability of real-world data, there may be a mismatch between the 

accumulated evidence and the perceived certainty of the comparative 
safety and effectiveness for long-term use of these agents. In this 
empirical assessment of the DOAC AF literature, we sought to assess the 
length of on-treatment follow-up in the accumulated real-world evi-
dence and the relationship between follow-up duration and safety and 
effectiveness association estimates in DOAC vs warfarin comparisons. 

2. Methods 

We searched the MEDLINE database from October 2010 to June 
2020 for observational studies comparing at least one DOAC versus 
warfarin for patients with AF. The search terms included (“Non-Vitamin 
K Antagonist Oral Anticoagulant” or “novel oral anticoagulant” or 
“direct oral anticoagulant” or “dabigatran” OR “apixaban” OR 
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“rivaroxaban” OR “edoxaban”) AND “atrial fibrillation.” The results 
were then screened based on the title and abstract for preliminary in-
clusion. Studies were further included if they reported hazard ratios for 
each DOAC for stroke (ischemic or hemorrhagic) or systemic embolism 
(SE), and for major bleeding. If multiple studies used the same cohort 
with the same inclusion criteria, we selected the study with the longer 
follow-up duration for inclusion in order to avoid redundancy. 

From each eligible study, we documented basic study information, 
and the reported mean or median follow-up on treatment in each of the 
DOAC and warfarin groups (until treatment end or censoring per each 
study’s definition). If a study reported follow-up as patient-years rather 
than mean/median follow-up, mean follow up (days) was calculated by 
multiplying patient-years by 365 and dividing by the number of patients 
in the analysis. We also documented the hazard ratios (HR) and 95% 
confidence intervals (CI) for the associations of DOAC vs warfarin cor-
responding to that period of follow-up for each outcome of interest. 
When unadjusted and adjusted estimates were available, we included 
the most adjusted estimates. 

We report descriptive characteristics of the eligible studies and 
summary statistics of average follow-up stratified per DOAC vs warfarin 
comparison and per outcome. Further, we performed random-effects 
meta-analysis with the Hartung-Knapp-Sidik-Jonkman method for each 
DOAC-warfarin comparison for stroke/SE and major bleeding [7]. In 
meta-regression analyses we examined the association between the per- 
study follow-up period and the effect size of effectiveness (stroke/SE) 
and safety (major bleeding) associations specific to each DOAC vs 
warfarin comparison. Edoxaban was not included in the meta-analyses 
due to the limited number of studies reporting bleeding or stroke 
outcomes. 

3. Results 

Out of 4,595 search items that we screened, a total of 45 observa-
tional studies were included comprising 454 comparisons unique to 
specific DOACs vs warfarin and outcomes (n = 161 for dabigatran, n =
150 for rivaroxaban, n = 117 for apixaban, n = 26 for edoxaban). Of 
these, 72 comparisons included stroke/SE and 81 comparisons included 
major bleeding which were the outcomes of interest in the meta-analyses 
in this study. 

The mean total population per study was 68,873 (IQR 
20,473–80,337). For any outcome, the range of reported on-treatment 
mean/median follow-up was 25 to 823 days. For any outcome, the 
median of the reported mean or median follow-up was 327 days (IQR 
210–396 days) in the dabigatran vs warfarin comparisons; 331 days 
(IQR 178–432 days) in the rivaroxaban vs warfarin comparisons; 274 
days (IQR 196–392 days) in the apixaban vs warfarin comparisons; and 
321 days (IQR 256–438 days) in the edoxaban vs warfarin comparisons. 

Specifically for stroke/SE, the median of the reported mean or me-
dian follow-up was 297 days (IQR 186–358 days) in the dabigatran vs 
warfarin comparisons; 310 days (IQR 176–415 days) in the rivaroxaban 
vs warfarin comparisons; 264 days (IQR 161–345 days) in the apixaban 
vs warfarin comparisons; and 321 days (IQR 256–438 days) in the 
edoxaban vs warfarin comparisons. For major bleeding, the median of 
the reported mean or median follow-up was 307 days (IQR 180–393 
days) in the dabigatran vs warfarin comparisons; 310 days (IQR 
167–415 days) in the rivaroxaban vs warfarin comparisons; 262 days 
(IQR 159–332 days) in the apixaban vs warfarin comparisons; and 321 
days (IQR 256–438 days) in the edoxaban vs warfarin comparisons. 

In random-effects meta-analyses, dabigatran and apixaban demon-
strated statistically significantly lower risks for both stroke/SE and 
major bleeding compared to warfarin. In the meta-analyses for rivar-
oxaban, there was a statistically significant reduction for stroke/SE 
compared to warfarin, but there was no difference for major bleeding. 
There was significant heterogeneity (I2 > 50%) in all pairwise com-
parisons for both stroke/SE and major bleeding. Detailed meta-analysis 
results are shown in Table 1. 

In meta-regression analyses, longer follow-up duration correlated 
with a larger magnitude of association for the reduction of major 
bleeding with dabigatran (p = 0.006) and rivaroxaban (p = 0.033) as 
compared to warfarin. In contrast, for apixaban, longer follow-up 
duration correlated with smaller effect size for the reduction of major 
bleeding compared to warfarin (p = 0.004). None of the DOACs 
demonstrated a statistically significant relationship between follow-up 
duration and stroke/SE associations (Fig. 1). 

4. Discussion 

We demonstrate that the reported on-treatment follow-up varied 
widely, but it was generally short (mean < 1 year) in all observational 
comparative effectiveness studies examining DOACs and warfarin for 
the prevention of stroke in AF. As has been previously demonstrated [8], 
DOACs were overall associated with more favorable safety and effec-
tiveness compared to warfarin in combined analyses of all included 
studies. Also, the estimated safety of dabigatran and rivaroxaban 
(bleeding risk) seemed to improve relative to warfarin in studies that 
included longer follow-up. Conversely, studies with shorter follow-up 
tended to report a larger effect size for the superiority of apixaban 
over warfarin in reducing the risk of major bleeding. We did not detect 
any correlation between the reported on-treatment follow-up and the 
magnitude of association estimates for reduction in the risk thrombo-
embolism with any of the DOACs. 

The DOACs represent a major breakthrough in the care of AF in the 
last decade. Their safety and effectiveness profile coupled with conve-
nience of use have brought them to the forefront of the stroke prevention 
armamentarium for the large number of AF patients worldwide. A strong 
evidence base has been generated by well-conducted large RCTs but also 
numerous observational studies in general populations and specific 
subgroups. The general consistency in treatment effects between the 
RCTs and the observational DOAC literature has further increased con-
fidence in these agents [9]. In the current study we did not intend to 
perform another systematic review of DOAC safety and effectiveness as 
numerous such studies, often redundant, already exist in the literature 
[10,11]. Our report adds new insights by demonstrating that there is a 
mismatch in the studied length of follow-up between the pivotal RCTs 
and the real-world studies. The reported associations of comparative 
effectiveness and safety are derived from only a few months of on- 
treatment follow-up in the real-world experience. Considering that 
OAC is intended as long-term treatment in AF, this raises questions 
regarding DOAC non-adherence in routine practice and long-term 

Table 1 
Results of Random-Effects Meta-Analysis of DOAC vs Warfarin Comparisons for 
Stroke/Systemic Embolism and Major Bleeding.   

N patients 
DOAC 

N patients 
warfarin 

HR (95% CI) p-value I2 (95% 
CI) (%) 

Stroke/systemic embolism 
Dabigatran 412,366 696,334 0.82 

(0.76–0.89)  
<0.001 64 

(44–77) 
Rivaroxaban 555,791 774,558 0.80 

(0.74–0.86)  
<0.001 74 

(62–82) 
Apixaban 360,055 614,653 0.72 

(0.63–0.83)  
<0.001 82 

(74–88)       

Major bleeding 
Dabigatran 445,408 878,584 0.75 

(0.69–0.82)  
<0.001 86 

(81–90) 
Rivaroxaban 597,286 934,442 0.96 

(0.90–1.03)  
0.2558 87 

(82–90) 
Apixaban 371,822 768,876 0.62 

(0.58–0.68)  
<0.001 83 

(76–80) 

Abbreviations: HR, hazard ratio: CI, confidence interval. 
I2 

> 50% indicates significant heterogeneity. 
The number of patients shown refers to the total number of patients included 
across all studies in each specific meta-analysis. 
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treatment outcomes. We have previously shown that adherence is poor 
with OAC in general and only modestly improved with the DOACs [12]. 
Long-term uninterrupted or minimally interrupted OAC may be further 
complicated by polypharmacy and complex comorbidities that amplify 
the bleeding risk. In one notable example, in a nationwide sample of 
patients with dialysis-dependent end-stage kidney disease and AF, the 
average duration of continuous apixaban therapy was just over 3 months 
with approximately 6 of 10 patients having an expired prescription or 
>30-day gap between prescription refills in the first year of therapy 
[13]. 

The relationship between on-treatment follow-up duration and the 
effect size of an intervention is an important factor to consider in the 
interpretation of such real-world data. Our study provides reassurance 
that the efficacy of DOACs compared to warfarin in preventing stroke 
was not dependent on the duration of follow-up. Associations for stroke 
reduction for all DOACs might be consistent regardless of reported on- 
treatment follow-up. However, the observation that dabigatran and 
rivaroxaban have further reduced rates of bleeding outcomes compared 
to warfarin when studied for a longer time period is interesting. This 
suggests that dabigatran and rivaroxaban might be safer than initially 
reported when followed for longer periods of time. This improved safety 
would be important to consider when selecting an OAC agent for pa-
tients who might suffer more from bleeding complications. Conversely, 
the safety advantage with apixaban appears to decrease as the duration 
of study increases. Apixaban was approved approximately 3 years after 
dabigatran and rivaroxaban were approved. Since apixaban is newer, 
there are fewer long-term observational studies and cumulative on- 
treatment follow-up compared to dabigatran and rivaroxaban which 
may introduce some bias. Further studies are warranted to better un-
derstand the mechanisms that underlie these differences within the 
DOACs. It should also be noted that we did not examine longitudinal 
comparative effectiveness and safety across various subgroups defined 
by patient characteristics as this was beyond the scope of this study. 
Prior literature suggests that results of DOAC comparisons are largely 
consistent across patient subgroups, with some exceptions largely 
related to advanced kidney disease subgroups [14]. 

5. Conclusions 

This empirical assessment demonstrates that the large amount of 
accumulated evidence from the use of DOACs for stroke prevention in 
routine practice pertains to short follow-up that may be unable to 
accurately inform long-term outcomes. While follow-up duration within 
the studied range does not appear to correlate with comparative effec-
tiveness (stroke/SE) estimates, there were significant correlations be-
tween follow-up duration and comparative effects on major bleeding 
that may inform patient counseling and the research agenda of DOAC 
therapy in AF. 
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